
Overview
Our environment sustains our community, economy, health and wellbeing. It's at the heart of all that we 
do. With your input, we developed the draft Newcastle Environment Strategy – our 10-year roadmap for 
achieving our vision of a sustainable Newcastle.

The Strategy outlines how we will go above and beyond our current portfolio of works and programs to 
continue to lead action on climate change, build a positive future with nature and use our resources 
sustainably.

Public Exhibition Report

Newcastle Environment Strategy

Our 10-year roadmap towards 
a sustainable Newcastle

Purpose of the engagement

The purpose of the public exhibition was to seek feedback from the community on the seven strategic 
priorities and 15 key deliverables within the draft Newcastle Environment Strategy and understand 
whether we're on the right path towards achieving a sustainable Newcastle.

Engagement activities

City of Newcastle (CN) placed the draft Newcastle Environment Strategy on public exhibition from 
27 July to 24 August 2023.

The community were able to participate in a number of ways:

Number of people who 
participated

132 survey responses

7 written submissions (via online 

form or email)

200+ people who attended 

one of our pop-up sessions

49 photo competition entries

Completing our online 
survey

Providing a written 
submission via online 

form or email

Visiting us at one 
of our community 

pop-ups

Entering our photo 
competition

Communication & promotion

3,102 Have Your Say webpage visits

nearly 115,000 people reached via 

organic and paid Facebook posts

e-Newsletter distributed to more than 

2,500 people

Direct email to 152 stakeholders

Media release
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climate change
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solutions

Circular 
economy

Yes, 64%

No, 14%

Unsure, 21%
Overall, do you feel 
that these 
priorities will help 
us achieve a 
sustainable 
Newcastle?

Percentage of online survey respondents who are supportive/very supportive

Sample size: N=132

Sample size: N=132



78% were supportive/very supportive of this priority to transition CN operations towards net zero 
emissions. Comments supporting this priority mentioned that action should happen as soon as 
possible. The main suggestions for increased focus included negative emissions, reducing 
consumption and using more sustainable forms of transport.

77% were supportive/very supportive of this priority to help our city move towards net zero 
emissions. Comments supporting this priority reiterated that action is needed to reduce the 
impacts of climate change and that everyone should contribute. The main suggestions were that 
there should be improved support/incentives for renewable energy as well as more public and 
active transport infrastructure.

Feedback on priorities
Action on Climate Change

Main suggestions/improvements Mentions

There needs to be more/improved measures to combat climate change aside 
from net zero emissions

10

Ensure renewable energy/technology is used 5

Transition CN operations to net zero emissions

Comments: N=41

Note: some respondents commented that the Newcastle 500 event is not in line with the strategy, however, this is considered out of 
scope of the Newcastle Environment Strategy. 

Main concerns Mentions

Concerns about cost 5

Other infrastructure and services should be addressed first 5

Not supportive of the transition to net zero emissions/not CN's responsibility 3

Help our city move towards net zero emissions

Main suggestions/improvements Mentions

Improved CN support/incentives for renewable energy 5

Promote and support more sustainable forms of transport e.g. cycleways/public 
transport

3

The proposed measures are not enough to reduce the impact of climate change 2

Main concerns Mentions

Concerns about cost 4

No evidence to suggest proposed strategies will be effective in reducing 
emissions

2

Action on Climate Change

Comments: N=30

Main reasons for support Mentions

General support e.g. very supportive, couldn't happen soon enough 12

Main reasons for support Mentions

General support e.g. very supportive, it is vital, everyone should contribute 9



80% were supportive/very supportive of this priority to expand our understanding of the risks of 
climate change on our built environment, natural environment and our community. The main 
reason for supporting this priority was agreement that the community needs to be better informed 
about the risks of climate change. The main suggestion was that CN should be taking strong 
climate change action in addition to its role in educating the community about climate risk.

Action on Climate Change

Main suggestions/improvements Mentions

CN needs to be doing more than educating, taking active steps towards 
combating climate change

14

Know and share our climate risk

Comments: N=36

Main concerns Mentions

CN needs to address other issues first 5

Do not support this Strategy 4

Wind turbines/wind farms should not be supported 4

Concerns about costs 2

Response to climate risks

Main suggestions/improvements Mentions

Keep/increase green spaces/more trees in the LGA 15

Improve urban planning/development e.g. less high rises, selection of building 
materials, development controls

10

CN needs to take immediate action across these measures 7

Flood mitigation strategies need to be improved 3

Main concerns Mentions

Concerns about cost 2

Not supportive of CN's actions 2

Stop coal mining 2

Action on Climate Change

87% were supportive/very supportive of this priority to improve our planning and development 
of built areas, and management of natural areas in response to increased climate risks. The 
main suggestions were about increasing green spaces/trees across the Newcastle local 
government area and adopting a more sustainable approach to urban planning/development. 
Other responses commented that immediate action is needed.

Main reasons for support Mentions

The community needs to be better informed about the risks of climate change 7

Main reasons for support Mentions

General support for improving planning and development to reduce impacts of 
climate change

2

Comments: N=48



86% were supportive/very supportive of this priority to enhance the liveability of our city by 
building a blue and green grid. Comments in support of this priority reiterated the importance 
of blue and green spaces to protect the natural environment and support the wellbeing of our 
community. Collaboration with neighbouring Councils could help to ensure a unified approach. 
Suggestions included retaining/increasing trees and green spaces, addressing stormwater 
drainage/flood mitigation and more community awareness/education.

84% were supportive/very supportive of this priority to deliver works and programs that align 
with our community's values of nature, and respond to the climate change, nature loss and 
pollution crises. The main reason for supporting this priority was delivering works and programs 
that align with our community's values of nature and protect our environment. Suggestions 
included retaining/increasing green spaces, working with traditional custodians to manage the 
land and being more proactive in developing programs.

Nature-based solutions

Main suggestions/improvements Mentions

Retain/increase green spaces 17

CN should work with traditional custodians to manage the land 3

CN needs to be more proactive in developing programs 2

Nature-based solutions

Comments: N=35

Main concerns Mentions

Programs/actions by CN are not needed/warranted 6

Comments: N=40

Nature-based solutions
Building a blue green grid for enhanced liveability

Main suggestions/improvements Mentions

Retain/increase green spaces and trees 8

Addressing stormwater drainage/flood mitigation is needed 6

More information/education is needed 4

More focus/infrastructure to support alternative travel methods 2

Main concerns Mentions

CN needs to focus on other issues 7

Not supportive of this priority 6

Main reasons for support Mentions

Supportive of works and programs that align with community values and protect 
the environment

6

Main reasons for support Mentions

Supportive of prioritising blue and green spaces e.g. canopy growth to provide 
shade, minimise heat islands and protected waterways, restoring natural 
heritage

6



85% were supportive/very supportive of this priority to improve the circularity and resource 
recovery in our operations. The main reason for supporting this priority were general support for 
reusing, recycling and recovering materials. It was also suggested that CN should set an 
example in changing procurement practices and developing partnerships both across the 
Hunter region and with other levels of government.

Circular economy

Main suggestions/improvements Mentions

More initiatives to promote sustainability e.g. Curby, Return and Earn 12

Improve waste services e.g. frequent recycling pickup, landfill bins 11

Improve circularity and resource recovery

Comments: N=41

Main concerns Mentions

Not supportive of this Strategy 4

Not supportive of wind generators/wind farms 2

Concerned about costs 2

Main reasons for support Mentions

General support e.g. excellent aim, great idea, resource recovery is very 
important

5

CN should set an example and adopt these priorities 4



Other submissions
Written submissions were able to be provided via the online form on our Have Your Say webpage or via 
email. A total of 7 submissions were received – 6 via the online form and 1 via email.

The main themes that emerged were:

• Action on climate change – suggestion to improve climate risk awareness in the community and 
create resilient communities, economies and natural areas.

• Renewable energy sources – there was general support for clean and renewable energy sources. 
However, there was some debate about the environmental and human impacts of some technologies 
and managing energy supply.

• Sustainable development – managing the impact of an increasing population and urban sprawl.

• Nature-based solutions – support for protecting open spaces/green spaces and utilising native 
vegetation to support natural ecosystems. 

• Support for public transport and cycling infrastructure – advocating for public transport 
infrastructure and building cycleways to encourage usage and reduce reliance on cars.

• Opportunities for community engagement – desire for ongoing discussions about the future of our 
city and neighbourhoods, community education and citizen science opportunities.

General survey comments
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21%
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Other

I don't believe the strategy will be actioned

Remove wind farms

Adopting this strategy will be too costly for residents/ratepayers

Sustainable development should be embraced

Improve waste services provided in the LGA

Introduce more reliable sustainable energy options

Newcastle 500 does not align with the Strategy

Maintain/increase green spaces/trees in the LGA

CN should support a move to stop coal exports from the City

I am happy with the planning and strategies presented

Reducing car emmissions/promote public transport/cycleways

CN should focus on other issues e.g roads, services, facilities

CN needs to take immediate action on climate change

At the end of the survey respondents were asked if they had any additional feedback. This gave 
respondents the opportunity to reflect on what was most important to them.

The main themes that emerged were the need to take immediate action on climate change, 
improved public transport and active transport infrastructure, the need for renewable energy, 
increased green spaces/trees and sustainable development.

The main concerns were that CN should focus on delivering essential services and facilities rather 
than the Strategy, and the costs associated with the actions identified in the Strategy. 

Comments: N=75



Next steps
Thanks for having your say on our roadmap towards a sustainable 
Newcastle! Your feedback will be used to inform the final Newcastle 
Environment Strategy presented to Council for adoption.

Community pop-ups
During the public exhibition period, two community 
pop-ups were held at:

• National Tree Planting Day event in Wallsend from 
10am-2pm

• Newcastle Farmers Market, Broadmeadow from 
7am-1pm

The main feedback that we heard was regarding:

• renewable energy sources e.g. moving away from 
coal and gas, providing incentives for the 
community

• waste services e.g. recycling, food organics, soft 
plastics, bins and recycling in public places

• open spaces, parks and playgrounds, urban 
greening and planting programs

• protecting natural ecosystems and wildlife, bees

• footpaths and cycleways, accessible spaces

• sustainable planning and development e.g. less 
high density, less hard/black surfaces, recycled 
building materials, drainage and flood 
management.

Summary

Across all the engagement activities, the key themes that we 
heard were:

• strong action on climate change is needed

• support for building a blue green grid and 
maintaining/increasing green spaces and trees across the city

• support for renewable energy

• support for more public transport and active transport 
(cycling) infrastructure

• support for improved sustainability outcomes in urban planning 
and development

• support for improved waste services and recycling initiatives



Appendix 1:

Promotional materials

Have Your Say webpage



Appendix 1:

Promotional materials

Photo Competition webpage



Appendix 1:

Promotional materials

Social media posts

https://www.facebook.com/CityNewcastle.au/posts/pfbid02MEEhAZDSympSV8WZiKYLyEvpUuyhoLSKq4ifwBRW118i1Aq6eCJwXgZTt8as2mSBl
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=953913509002914
https://www.facebook.com/CityNewcastle.au/posts/pfbid086H8omL3BEJ9wMeEU7xJGKQmLjJghLvkJxpvA1nQ7izp3s1rnvCe1zCJd55VVMxDl


Appendix 1:

Promotional materials

Corflute signage/posters



Appendix 1
Promotional materials

e-Newsletter
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Promotional materials

Media release
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Appendix 2:

Online feedback form
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